Ligation of expressed protein α-hydrazides via genetic incorporation of an α-hydroxy acid.
Expressed protein ligation bridges the gap between synthetic peptides and recombinant proteins and thereby significantly increases the size and complexity of chemically synthesized proteins. Although the intein-based expressed protein ligation method has been extensively used in this regard, the development of new expressed protein ligation methods may improve the flexibility and power of protein semisynthesis. In this study a new alternative version of expressed protein ligation is developed by combining the recently developed technologies of hydrazide-based peptide ligation and genetic code expansion. Compared to the previous intein-based expressed protein ligation method, the new method does not require the use of protein splicing technology and generates recombinant protein α-hydrazides as ligation intermediates that are more chemically stable than protein α-thioesters. Furthermore, the use of an evolved mutant pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase(PylRS), ACPK-RS, from M. barkeri shows an improved performance for the expression of recombinant protein backbone oxoesters. By using HdeA as a model protein we demonstrate that the hydrazide-based method can be used to synthesize proteins with correctly folded structures and full biological activity. Because the PylRS-tRNACUAPyl system is compatible with both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells,the strategy presented here may be readily expanded to manipulate proteins produced in mammalian cells. The new hydrazide-based method may also supplement the intein-based expressed protein ligation method by allowing for a more flexible selection of ligation site.